ZING VIBRATOR

“I always steer people who ask me for sex toy recommendations right to Tantus products. It’s obvious that a lot of thought about anatomy, design, and sexual response is put into each piece. But beyond that I feel good knowing that Tantus is a responsible company using materials that won’t harm me or the environment.”

—Diana Cage
Radio Personality, Sex Educator, Author

a vibrating plug

The Zing is a comfortable, vibrating plug with no cords. Instead, it uses a bullet vibrator that is recessed to avoid unwanted speed changes. size: 1.35”x 4.2”

Each Tantus product is meticulously manufactured by hand in the U.S.A. With pride and precision our craftsmen use the finest materials available creating the world’s best sexual health products on the market. Tantus is a 100% green manufacturer and all of our sexual products are healthy for the body™ - they are always completely non-toxic and phthalate free.

WHAT MAKES TANTUS PRODUCTS THE BEST

SAFE
Tantus sexual health products are hypoallergenic, phthalate free, odorless, boilable, and bleachable. Great for those with sensitive skin.

QUALITY
Tantus sexual health products are made from Ultra-Premium Platinum Silicone, the finest material found in the market.

PLEASURABLE
Not only are Tantus product shapes anatomically targeted, the material won’t cause irritations, rashes, or infections, thus providing long-lasting pleasure.